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ABSTRACT

Spontaneous assembly of DNA molecules into com-

pact structures is ubiquitous in biological systems.

Experiment has shown that polycations can turn

electrostatic self-repulsion of DNA into attraction, yet

the physical mechanism of DNA condensation has

remained elusive. Here, we report the results of atom-

istic molecular dynamics simulations that elucidated

the microscopic structure of dense DNA assemblies

and the physics of interactions that makes such as-

semblies possible. Reproducing the setup of the DNA

condensation experiments, we measured the internal

pressure of DNA arrays as a function of the DNA–

DNA distance, showing a quantitative agreement be-

tween the results of our simulations and the exper-

imental data. Analysis of the MD trajectories deter-

mined the DNA–DNA force in a DNA condensate to

be pairwise, the DNA condensation to be driven by

electrostatics of polycations and not hydration, and

the concentration of bridging cations, not adsorbed

cations, to determine the magnitude and the sign of

the DNA–DNA force. Finally, our simulations quan-

titatively characterized the orientational correlations

of DNA in DNA arrays as well as diffusive motion of

DNA and cations.

INTRODUCTION

Throughout all kingdoms of life, theDNAof a living organ-
ism is found in the form of a compact condensate. In one of
the simplest lifeforms––a virus that infects bacteria––DNA
can occupy up to 90% of the virus’ internal volume (1,2).
The high degree of compaction is realized by a molecular
motor that uses the energy of ATP hydrolysis to pack DNA
into the protein enclosure of a virus, working against an
internal pressure that can reach 30 bar (1–4). Genomes of
higher organisms, which are stored in much softer compart-
ments, are condensed by polycations. Nucleoid-associated
proteins, such as H-NS, fold DNA into the nucleoid struc-
tures of prokaryotes whereas nuclear proteins, such as hi-

stones and protamines, (3) and biogenic polycations, such
as spermidine (Sd3+) and spermine (Sm4+), condense DNA
in the nuclei of eukaryotes (5). Mounting evidences suggest
that, in addition to ef�cient storage, cells use DNA con-
densation as a mechanism for regulation of gene expression
(1,6). Other charged macromolecules, such as microtubules
or F-actin, can be condensed as well (3,7), suggesting that
cells may utilize the condensation phenomenon for various
biological functions.
At �rst glance, DNA condensation is counterintuitive as

it suggests attraction between like-charged molecules (8–
12). In vitro experiments, however, have shown that spon-
taneous condensation of DNA occurs at room temperature
only when polycations of valence +3 or higher are present
in the solution (2,3,13–15). Inside the condensates, DNA
helices are arranged parallel to one another on a hexag-
onal lattice; the type and concentration of the polycation
determines the characteristic distance between the DNA
molecules. Using the osmotic pressure of polymeric os-
molytes, Parsegian et al. characterized the response ofDNA
condensates to external mechanical compression (13,15).
The measurements of the internal pressure of DNA arrays
as a function of the mean inter-DNA distance indicated
signi�cant deviations from the predictions of the electrical
double layer theory, suggesting that a new physical effect
could be at play (13,15).
Despite three decades of scienti�c inquiry, the phe-

nomenon of DNA condensation remains poorly under-
stood. Based on a mean �eld approximation, the nonlin-
ear Poisson–Boltzmann (NLPB) theory predicts the inter-
action of two DNA molecules to be always repulsive, even
in the presence of polycations (16). Failure of the NLPB
theory to describe DNA condensation was explained by
its omission of the highly correlated motion of counteri-
ons inside the condensates (17). As discussed in a recent
review (10), the correlation effects can be taken into ac-
count in bothWigner crystal (16,18–20) and charge-density
wave (CDW) models (21–23). The Wigner crystal model
prescribed a crystal-like arrangement of cations at the sur-
face of DNA and attractive forces between matching pat-
terns of adsorbed cations. In the CDWmodels, polycations
do not adsorb to DNA but form a density wave between
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the phosphate groups of neighboring DNA helices, driv-
ingDNA condensation (10,22,23). Thus, the CDWmodel is
conceptually similar to the ‘bridging’ model (24–28), where
placement of counterions between the DNA duplexes in-
duces effective attraction. In addition to electrostatics of
counterions, hydration––structuring of water molecules at
the surface of DNA––was proposed to facilitate DNA con-
densation (14,29). In the absence of experimental methods
that could validate or disprove the above models, the mech-
anism of DNA condensation remained undetermined.
Here, we report the results of explicit-solvent, atomistic

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations that characterize the
structure, inter-DNA forces and ion atmosphere of DNA
condensates in unprecedented detail. In contrast to previ-
ous computational studies of inter-DNA forces (28,30–37),
our simulations employ a custom parameterization ofDNA
phosphate–cation interactions (38,39) that have been sys-
tematically calibrated against an independent set of experi-
mental data. Our simulations of DNA arrays quantitatively
reproduce the experimental pressure–distance relationship
for a broad range of ionic conditions, which validates our
simulation method. Analysis of the DNA array trajecto-
ries and simulations of pairwise DNA–DNA forces reveal
the physical origin of the effective attraction between DNA
molecules. The results of our MD simulations are used to
evaluate competing theories of DNA condensation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

General MD methods

All MD simulations were carried out using the Gromacs
4.5.5 package (40). See Supplementary Methods Section
IIA for the detailed description of the simulation meth-
ods. All production simulations employed AMBER99bsc0
force �eld for DNA (41), TIP3P model of water (42), ion
parameters developed by Joung et al. (43) subject to cus-
tom NBFIX corrections (38) and AMBER-based param-
eters for spermine (NH2(CH2)3NH(CH2)4NH(CH2)3NH2)
(28) also subject to custom NBFIX corrections (39).

Simulations of DNA arrays

Equilibrated systems containing 64 effectively in�nite ds-
DNA helices (dG20·dC20) at various NaCl/MgCl2 buffer
solutions were obtained following a previously described
protocol (38). Brie�y, a singleDNAduplex was equilibrated
in a ∼2.5 × 2.5 × 6.8 nm3 volume of ionic solution; an ar-
ray of 64 dsDNA helices (∼580 000 atoms) was obtained by
replicating the pre-equilibrated simulation box. Randomly
chosen water molecules were replaced by ions, producing,
after several equilibration iterations, the desired concentra-
tion of ions outside the DNA array. The �nal bulk concen-
trations of Na+ and Mg2+ deviated from their target val-
ues by at most 10–20 mM. For Sm4+ electrolytes, we found
at most 2–3 Sm4+ molecules outside the DNA array, which
correspond to bulk ion concentration of at most 3 mM.
To build an array of 64 dsDNA molecules at sub-mM

[Sm4+]b, a single dsDNA molecule (dG20·dC20), effectively
in�nite under the periodic boundary conditions, was simu-
lated for ∼30 ns in the presence of 10 Sm4+ molecules and
explicit water; the simulation system measured ∼2.5 × 2.5

× 6.8 nm3. The equilibrated system was replicated 64 times
to position all 64 dsDNA molecules within 11 nm from the
origin (x = 0, y = 0). A pre-equilibrated volume of water
was added to make a system that measures ∼29 × 29 × 6.8
nm3. A small number of water molecules was randomly re-
placed with Na+ and Cl− ions to bring the concentration
of NaCl to 200 mM before equilibration. The resulting sys-
tem was equilibrated for ∼50 ns before the production run.
During the equilibration, the half-harmonic restraining po-
tential (see the next paragraph) kept DNA inside the cylin-
drical volume of 11-nm radius.
All simulations of the DNA array systems were carried

out in the presence of a half-harmonic potential that applied
restraining forces to DNA phosphorus atoms to con�ne
the DNA molecules within the prescribed cylindrical vol-
ume. The half-harmonic potential was de�ned as Vwall(r ) =
0.5k(r − R)2 for r > R and 0 otherwise, where r was the dis-
tance from the phosphorus atom to the center of the DNA
array, R was the radius of the con�ning cylinder, and k was
the force constant (100 kJ/mol nm2); the restraining po-
tential did not apply to water or ions. In the production
runs, DNA concentration was controlled by changing R. In
such a setup, the internal pressure in the DNA array equals
to the pressure exerted by the half-harmonic potential on
the DNA. Error bars of the pressure were estimated using
standard deviations of 10-ns block averages. The setup of
our simulations mimic the experimental situation where os-
molytes, such as long chains of PEG polymer, are used to
apply pressure to a DNA array (13).

Simulations of pairwise PMF

The systems used for the calculations of the potential of
mean force (PMF) between a pair of dsDNA molecules
were prepared by placing two 20-bp fragments of dsDNA
(dG20·dC20) in a hexagonal prism volume of water, which
was ∼13 nm on a side within the x − y plane and 6.8 nm
along the z axis. The DNA molecules were parallel to the z
axis and covalently bound to themselves across the periodic
boundary of the system. The size of the simulation system
was chosen to minimize the �nite size effects even when the
separation between the DNA molecules was 4–5 nm (44).
Speci�c ionic conditions were obtained by replacing ran-
domly chosen water molecules with ions. In the case of sper-
mine solutions, the initial system was built by duplicating
the pre-equilibrated DNA-spermine complex. Each system
was equilibrated for at least 10 ns at a speci�c ionic condi-
tion.Umbrella sampling simulations were performed on the
equilibrated systems. The force constant of the harmonic
umbrella potentials was 1000 kJ/mol nm2. The reaction co-
ordinate was de�ned as the distance between the centers of
mass of the DNAmolecules projected onto the xy plane, � ;
the range of � in the umbrella sampling was from 23 to 40
Å with 1 Å spacing. For each window, we performed 10 ns
of equilibration and ∼50 ns of production runs. In our um-
brella sampling simulations, the DNA molecules were free
to rotate and slide with respect to each other. The weighted
histogram analysis method (WHAM) was used for the re-
construction PMF from the umbrella sampling simulations
(45).
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Figure 1. Setup of DNA array simulations. An array of 64 dsDNA
molecules (red and orange) submerged in a rectangular volume of elec-
trolyte solution (semitransparent surface) is subject to a half-harmonic
well potential (white cylinder). Each DNA duplex contains 20 bp in the
simulation cell. Each strand of the duplex is covalently linked to itself
across the periodic boundary of the system, making the DNA molecule
effectively in�nite. Only the phosphorous atoms of DNA are subject to the
half-harmonic potential, allowing water and ions to pass in and out of the
DNA bundle. The force applied by the half-harmonic potential to DNA
reports on the internal pressure in the DNA array. (Inset) A representative
trace of the internal pressure in a DNA array during anMD simulation. In
this particular simulation, the bulk concentration of sodium, [Na+]b, was
250 mM; the radius of the con�ning well potential R = 12 nm.

A protocol used to evaluate the contributions of individ-
ual interaction types to the pairwise PMFs (46–48) is de-
scribed in Supplementary Methods Section IIB.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

MD simulations of DNA arrays

In biological systems, DNA condensation occurs by either
mechanical compression or with the help of condensing
agents such as polyamines. Here, we model biological DNA
condensates using an array of 64 parallel DNA molecules
con�ned to a semipermeable cylinder, Figure 1. The con�n-
ing potential applied only to atoms of DNA, allowing water
and ions to freely exchange between the volume of theDNA
condensate and the buffer solution. In equilibrium, the av-
erage force exerted by the con�ning potential on DNA re-
ports on the average internal pressure in the DNA array.
Typically, a ∼100-ns MD trajectory was suf�cient to deter-
mine the internal pressure; the inset in Figure 1 shows the
�uctuations of the pressure during a representativeMDrun.
Repeating the simulation of theDNAarray at several values
of the con�ning cylinder radius R, we obtained the depen-
dence of the DNApressure on themean inter-axial distance
between nearest neighbor DNA helices, which hereafter we
refer to as the inter-DNA distance.
According to Parsegian et al. (13,29,49), mechanical

compression of DNA using a semi-permeable membrane is
‘thermodynamically equivalent’ toDNA condensation pro-
duced by the osmotic stress of dissolved polymers, which is
the method used to experimentally characterize DNA con-
densates. Thus, the setup of our MD simulations permits
direct comparison with experiment.
The simulated structural and mechanical properties of

DNA arrays quantitatively matched the experimental ob-

servations (13,15). In agreement with the X-ray diffraction
measurements (13,15), DNA molecules were found to ar-
range on a hexagonal lattice, Figure 2A(i), B(i) and C(i);
the valence of the buffer cations in�uenced the mean inter-
DNA distance. The simulated dependence of the DNA
array pressure on the inter-DNA distance quantitatively
matched the experimentally measured dependences (13,15)
in the case of the pure monovalent (Na+) buffer solution,
Figure 2A(iii), as well as for the mixture of divalent (Mg2+),
Figure 2B(iii), or tetravalent (Sm4+), Figure 2B(iii), ions
with Na+. A slight overestimation of the DNA array pres-
sure at 20 mM bulk concentration of Mg2+ ([Mg2+]b = 20
mM), Figure 2B(iii), is likely caused by Na+ ions that were
present at 200 mM concentration in the bulk region of the
MD system (outside the con�ning potential) but absent in
the corresponding experimental measurement (13).
Taking into account the size and complexity of our simu-

lation systems, conformational sampling and reproducibil-
ity can be an issue, in particular for the system containing
tetravalent cations, Sm4+. To demonstrate adequate sam-
pling and reproducibility of our DNA array simulations, we
performed a replicate simulation of the DNA array system
starting from the following extreme initial conditions: all
Sm4+ molecules were placed outside theDNA array. The re-
sults of the replicate simulation, Supplementary Figure S1
and Figure 2C(iii), are in quantitative agreement with the
results of our original simulations, indicating their conver-
gence. SM Section I provides a detailed discussion of sam-
pling and convergence issues.

Ion atmosphere

Our simulations of the DNA arrays elucidated a correla-
tion between the local con�guration of the DNAmolecules
and the distribution of cations within theDNA condensates
(50). In the case of a monovalent buffer solution ([Na+]b
= 250 mM), Na+ ions are distributed over the entire inter-
nal volume of the condensate accumulating locally between
two DNA molecules, Figure 2A(i). For a mixture of diva-
lent and monovalent cations ([Mg2+]b = 20 mM and [Na+]b
= 200 mM), the charge of cations (mainly of Mg2+ ions,
Supplementary Figure S2A and B) was observed to localize
more preferentially between DNA molecules that formed
closer than average contacts, Figure 2B(i). The accumula-
tion of Mg2+ between proximal DNA pairs as well as the
direct readout of the DNA pressure, cf. Figure 2A(iii) and
B(iii), indicate that Mg2+ reduces DNA pressure more ef�-
ciently thanNa+ does. At sub-mM [Sm4+]b, which is a simu-
lation condition where the total charge of Sm4+ cations ex-
actly compensates the total charge of DNA, spontaneous
condensation of DNAwas observed in both simulation and
experiment, despite the presence of Na+ ions at 200 mM
concentration in the buffer solution (35–37). The charge
of Sm4+ cations was observed to localize at the interface
of condensed DNA pairs, Figure 2C(i) and Supplementary
Figure S2C and D, which, as we show later, indicates the
presence of bridging cations (24–28). Consistent with the
previous computational study (35,51), Sm4+ cations were
observed to adsorb to the major grooves of DNA helices,
Figure 2C(i). Figure 3A illustrates a representative con�gu-
ration of Sm4+ cations around a DNA duplex. At the cen-
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Figure 2. MD simulations of DNA arrays. (A) Internal structure,radial ion distribution and the internal pressure versus inter-DNA distance for DNA
array systems at [Na+]b = 250 mM. (i) Local distribution of cation charge (heat map) and the arrangement of the DNA helices (white circles) in the cross
section of a DNA array atR= 12 nm. The diameter of each white circle is 2 nm. The data were averaged over the last 20 ns fragment of a∼100 ns trajectory
and over the z axis. (ii) The local concentration of charged species versus the distance from the center of the DNA array. The number density of each species
was determined using 2 Å cylindrical shells and the last 20 ns segment of the production run. (iii) The simulated internal pressure of a DNA array versus the
nearest-neighbor DNA–DNA separation (red circles). Each data points represents an average of the entire MD trajectory (>100 ns) at �xed R; the mean
inter-DNA distance was changed by setting R to 11, 12, 13 and 14 nm. The black line shows the corresponding experimental dependence (13,15). (B, C)
Same as in panel A but at the following bulk electrolyte conditions: [Mg2+]b = 20 mM and [Na+]b = 200 mM (B) and sub-mM [Sm4+]b and [Na+]b = 200
mM (C). The local cation charge concentration was computed as 2[Mg2+]+[Na+] (B) and 4[Sm4+]+[Na+] (C). Experimental data in panel C correspond
to [Sm4+]b = 2 mM (15).

ter of the condensate, Figure 2C(i), bridging Sm4+ cations
force DNA to arrange on a compact hexagonal lattice. At
the boundary of the condensate, the arrangement is less
compact, re�ecting the lack of bridging cations at the outer
boundary of the array.
The distributions of ions observed in our simulations

characterize the competition of Mg2+ or Sm4+ ions with
Na+ ions for neutralization of the DNA charge in the DNA
condensate. For the 20-mM [Mg2+]b / 200-mM [Na+]b mix-
ture, the concentration of Mg2+ charge inside the DNA ar-
ray is almost the same as the concentration of Na+ charge,
Figure 2B(ii), indicating a stronger af�nity of Mg2+ to
DNA than that of Na+ (36,37). The local cation charge,
2[Mg2+]+[Na+], almost exactly matches the local concen-
tration of the DNA phosphate groups, Figure 2B(ii). For
the sub-mM [Sm4+]b / 200-mM [Na+]b mixture, the DNA
charge is neutralized almost completely by Sm4+ ions, Fig-
ure 2C(ii); the concentration of either Na+ and Cl− inside
the array is similar to its buffer value. In qualitative agree-
ment with the counterion condensation theory that assumes

deposition of counterions at the ideal surface of DNA (52),
we �nd cations carrying a higher charge to localize more
strongly near the surface of DNA. The quantitative devia-
tion of the theory (8,53) from experiment (13,14) may be ex-
plained by our observation that Sm4+ is not fully deposited
to the surface of a single DNA but localized in the space
between the surfaces of the neighboring DNA helices.

DNA–DNA forces in a DNA condensate are pairwise

Given that the surface-to-surface distance between DNA
molecules in a DNA array is only 2 to 7 Å and that the
concentration of mobile charges exceeds 1M, one could ex-
pect DNA condensation to exhibit features of a coopera-
tive phenomenon due to water structuring (8). One speci�c
theoretical prediction was the breakdown of pairwise addi-
tivity of inter-DNA forces in dense DNA arrays under low
salt conditions (54,55). As pointed out by Bloom�eld (8),
the presence of cooperativity (or breakdown of pairwise ad-
ditivity) can be an indicator of the signi�cant contribution
of water structuring to DNA condensation. To evaluate the
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Figure 3. Adsorption of Sm4+ to DNA. (A) A representative conformation of Sm4+ molecules near a 20-bp dsDNA molecule (gray semitransparent
surface). Four Sm4+ molecules adsorbed to DNA are shown in blue whereas 10 Sm4+ molecules loosely associated with DNA are shown in orange. The N7
nitrogen and phosphorus (P) atoms of DNA are shown as red and pink spheres, respectively. (B) The radial distribution functions, g(r), of Sm4+ nitrogen
atoms with respect to the N7 atoms of DNA computed from the replicate (blue) and production (red) simulations. (C) The number of Sm4+ molecules
adsorbed at a 20-bp dsDNA duplex as a function of the simulation time for the replicate (blue) and production (red) simulations. (D) Residence time of
Sm4+ nitrogen atoms within the direct contact distance of N7 (red) and P (blue) atoms. The contact distance was determined as the �rst peak of g(r): 4 and
4.5 Å for N7 and P atoms, respectively. Data in panels B and D were obtained by analyzing the last 80 ns of the respective MD trajectories of the R = 12
nm DNA array systems.

degree of cooperativity in the simulated DNA condensates,
we computed the pairwise PMF �G(�) between two par-
allel DNA molecules and the average pairwise inter-DNA
force f(�) as a function of the inter-DNA distance � ; Fig-
ure 4A illustrates the simulation setup. In qualitative agree-
ment with the results of our DNA array simulations and ex-
periment (13), pairwise DNA–DNA forces were always re-
pulsive (f(�) > 0) in monovalent (Na+) and divalent (Mg2+)
electrolytes regardless of the concentration, Figure 4B and
C. Furthermore, the pairwise force in the presence of Sm4+

was attractive (f(�) < 0) within the 28 to 40 Å range of the
inter-DNA distance even at sub-mM [Sm4+]b (Figure 4D).
In broad agreement with the thermodynamic measurement
that revealed a rather small free energy change per basepair
in polycation-induced condensation (0.01–0.1 kBT per base-
pair) (8), the computed free energy change associated with
the reduction of inter-DNA distance from 40 to 28 Å was
only ∼0.1 kBT per basepair (Figure 4D).
Assuming that the pairwise inter-DNA forces between

nearest neighbors in a DNA array determine the internal

pressure of the array, the mean inter-DNA force f̄ can

be determined from the mean pressure π̄ as f̄ = π̄ ξ̄ /
√
3,

where ξ̄ is the mean inter-DNA distance (13). Using the
above expression, we plot the average pairwise inter-DNA
force computed from the simulated internal pressure of the
DNA arrays (open black circles) alongside the pairwise
force observed in our simulation of two DNA molecules
(solid lines), bottom row of Figure 4B–D. Comparison of
the inter-DNA force extracted from the PMF simulations to
the mean inter-DNA force observed in the DNA array sim-
ulations shows that inter-DNA forces in DNA condensates
are pairwise for all electrolyte conditions studied (Figure
4B–D). One can arrive at the same conclusion by compar-
ing the experimental estimates of the pairwise force (13,15)
(solid triangles) with the results of the pairwise force simu-
lation (Figure 4B–D).
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Figure 4. Pairwise inter-DNA forces. (A) Setup for the calculation of a pairwise potential of mean force (PMF) between two DNA molecules. A pair of
parallel 20 bp fragments of dsDNA is submerged in a hexagonal prism volume of electrolyte solution (semitransparent surface); the DNA molecules are
effectively in�nite under the periodic boundary conditions. (B–D) Pairwise PMF (top) and the effective DNA–DNA force (bottom) as a function of the
inter-DNA distance for electrolytes containing exclusively Na+ ions (B), a mixture of Mg2+ and Na+ ions (C), and a mixture of Sm4+ and Na+ ions (D).
The background concentration of Na+ in the systems containing Mg2+ and Sm4+ is 200 mM. A copy of the �G dependence at [Na+] = 200 mM (panel
B) is shown in panel D to simplify comparison of the �G curves. The pairwise forces were computed by taking derivatives of the double-exponential �t to
the respective �G curves. Black circles in the bottom plots indicate the average DNA–DNA force computed from the DNA array simulations.

DNA attraction is produced by non-contact bridging cations

Having established the pairwise nature of DNA–DNA
forces in a DNA condensate, we determined the role of
adsorbed Sm4+ molecules in DNA condensation. In the
Wigner crystal models (16,18), ‘correlation holes’ formed
by the adsorbed counterions induce DNA condensation
(10). In our simulations of the DNA array systems, each
20-basepair DNA fragment reproducibly had four Sm4+

molecules adsorbed to its surface (Figure 3A–C), which
amount to only a 40% charge neutralization, considerably
less than 90% assumed by the Wigner crystal models. Be-
cause of the strong attractions between Sm4+ amine groups
and N7 atoms of guanine, amine groups of adsorbed Sm4+

reside in contact with N7 atoms signi�cantly longer than 5
ns. In contrast, the residence time of the amine groups near
DNA phosphates is at most 5 ns, Figure 3D.

To determine if adsorption of Sm4+ to DNA can pro-
duce an attractive interaction between twoDNAmolecules,
we repeated the inter-DNA PMF calculations for a sys-
tem of two 20-basepair DNA molecules each having four
Sm4+ cations adsorbed to the major groove and surrounded
by 200 mM [Na+]b. At all DNA–DNA separations, Sm4+

cations remained bound to the major grooves of the re-
spective DNA molecules for the entire duration (60 ns
per window) of the simulations. Comparison of the PMFs
computed in the presence and absence of adsorbed Sm4+

molecules and 200 mM [Na+]b, Figure 4D, clearly shows
that having Sm4+ adsorbed at the surface of DNA does not
make the inter-DNA interaction less repulsive. Thus, the ef-
fective DNA–DNA attraction observed in our simulations
of the Sm4+ systems cannot be accounted for by theWigner
crystal models (16,18).
Analysis of cation distributions identi�ed the concentra-

tion of bridging cations as a determinant of the magnitude
and direction of the inter-DNA force, consistent with the

predictions of the CDW (22,23) or ion bridging (24–28)
models. For a system of two DNA molecules submerged
in 200 mM [Na+]b electrolyte, Figure 5A plots the aver-
age cation density within the plane normal to the DNA
molecules at inter-DNA distance � = 30 Å. Figure 5B and
C shows the average cation densities observed after addi-
tion of 20 mM [Mg2+]b or sub-mM [Sm4+]b to the 200 mM
[Na+]b system. Supplementary Figures S3, S4 and S5 show
the cation distributions for the entire range of inter-DNA
distances. In all three systems, cations are seen to both ad-
sorb to the grooves of DNA, which is indicated by local
maxima of concentration inside white circles representing
DNA molecules, and loosely bind to the DNA’s phosphate
groups, which is indicated by a halo outside thewhite circles.
Unlike Na+ and Mg2+, Sm4+ concentration is signi�cantly
enriched when two ionic halos overlap, consistent with the
distributions observed in our DNA array simulations.
For quantitative comparison of the cation distributions,

the bottom panels of Figure 5A–C shows one-dimensional
concentration pro�les obtained by averaging the two-
dimensional distributions. The overlap of the Sm4+ halos
increases the concentration of Sm4+ by 3-fold (Figure 5C);
no signi�cant enrichment is observed for Na+ and Mg2+

ions (Figure 5A and B). The abundance of interstitial Sm4+

cations is correlated with the observation of the attractive
inter-DNA forces, which gives support to the CDW (22,23)
and ion bridging (24,26,28,56,57) models of DNA conden-
sation. In contrast to the results of the previous MD study
(28), we �nd that direct bridging of the twoDNAmolecules
by the same spermine cations is not required for DNA con-
densation. For inter-DNA distances less than 30 Å, less
than one Sm4+ cation formed, on average, a simultaneous
contact with two DNA molecules (Supplementary Figure
S6); no such contacts were observed for larger inter-DNA
distances characterized by attractive DNA–DNA forces.
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Figure 5. Analysis of pairwise inter-DNA forces. (A–C) (Top) Local charge concentration of cations around a pair of dsDNA molecules at [Na+]b = 200
mM (panel A), [Mg2+]b = 20 mM and [Na+]b = 200 mM (panel B) and sub-mM [Sm4+]b and [Na+]b = 200 mM (panel C). To simplify comparison with
the concentration of the DNA’s phosphate groups, the charge concentration is plotted in molar unit (1 M = ∼0.6 e nm−3). The heat maps were obtained
by averaging over the z axis (the directions of the DNA molecules) and the corresponding simulation trajectory. White circles indicate the locations of
the DNA helices. (Bottom) The concentration of DNA phosphorous atoms (black), Mg2+, Na+ and Sm4+ ions along the x axis computed by averaging
over the z axis, the corresponding simulation trajectory and the y = [ −10, 10] Å region of the corresponding system. (D–F) Contribution of individual
molecular species to the Coulomb component of the effective DNA–DNA force at [Na+]b = 200 mM (panel D), [Mg2+]b = 20 mM and [Na+]b = 200 mM
(panel E), and sub-mM [Sm4+]b and [Na+]b = 200 mM (panel F). (G) The contribution of all but water molecular species to the Coulomb component of
the effective DNA–DNA forces at [Na+]b = 200 mM, [Mg2+]b = 20 mM and [Na+]b = 200 mM, and sub-mM [Sm4+]b and [Na+]b = 200 mM. (H) The
contribution of water to the effective DNA–DNA force at [Mg2+]b = 20 mM and [Na+]b = 200 mM, and at sub-mM [Sm4+]b and [Na+]b = 200 mM.

The results of our calibration osmotic pressure simula-
tions suggest that the standard MD force �elds consider-
ably overestimate the strength of amine–phosphate interac-
tions (39), which may have contributed to the observation
of the direct bringing mechanism in the previous simula-
tion study (28). For example, at inter-DNA separation of 25
Å, ref. (28) reports an attractive force of ∼80 pN per DNA
turn whereas the force is experimentally measured to be re-
pulsive, 36 pN in magnitude (15). In contrast, the average
effective force observed in our simulations at the same con-
ditions is repulsive, about ∼30 pN per DNA turn. Further-
more, the most likely distance between two DNAmolecules
in a Sm4+ solution observed in our simulations (28 Å) is con-
sistent with the experimental value (also 28 Å) (15), whereas
a much smaller value, ∼23 Å, was reported from the simu-
lation where direct bridging was observed (28). The quanti-
tative agreement between our simulation results and experi-
ment suggests that the non-contact bridgingmechanism ob-
served in our work ismore plausible than the direct bridging
mechanism suggested previously (28).

Electrostatics, not hydration, produces DNA condensation

To quantitatively characterize the role of cations in deter-
mining the DNA–DNA force, we computed the electro-
static contribution to the pairwise inter-DNA force from in-
dividual ionic species and DNA phosphates (20,58,59). The
direct DNA–DNA electrostatic force (black lines in Fig-

Figure 6. Temperature dependence of inter-DNA interactions. (A and B)
Comparison of the pairwise PMFs obtained from the simulations of two
effectively in�nite DNA molecules in the presence of sub-mM [Sm4+]b at
290, 300, 310 K at [Na+]b = 200 mM (panel A) and [Na+]b = 0 mM (panel
B). Apart from temperature and ion concentration, all other simulation
conditions were identical to those depicted in Figure 4.
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Figure 7. Azimuthal correlation and self-diffusion in DNA arrays. (A) Schematic of a DNA cross-section. Each red circle (denoted ‘P’) indicates the
intersection of the DNA backbone with the cross-section plane. The two arcs connecting the red circles illustrate the minor and major grooves of the DNA
helix. The azimuthal orientation of a DNA helix is de�ned as the angle (θ ) that a vector connecting the center of the DNA helix and the center of the
minor groove arc forms with the x axis. (B) Representative conformation of two DNA helices oriented at a mutual azimuthal angle �θ of 0◦ (left), 90◦

(center) and 180◦ (right). (C–E) The mutual orientation (�θ ) and the CoM separation of two DNA helices in DNA array simulations (R = 12 nm) shown
as probability heat maps. The ionic conditions featured in these panels are: [Na+]b = 250 mM (panel C), [Mg2+]b = 20 mM and [Na+]b = 200 mM (panel
D), and sub-mM [Sm4+]b and [Na+]b = 200 mM (panel E). (F–H) Self-diffusion in DNA condensates. Diffusion coef�cients characterizing the stochastic
displacement of DNA in the direction of the helix (panel F), the stochastic rotation of DNA (panel G), and the 3D diffusive motion of cations (panel H)
as a function of the mean nearest neighbor DNA–DNA distance. Each panel features data sets obtained at three different ion buffer conditions. The ‘x’
mark indicates the average and the standard deviation of the values observed in the two-DNA systems at � =37, 38, 39 and 40 Å.

ure 5D–F) is about three orders of magnitude larger than
the electrolyte-mediated inter-DNA force (Figure 4B–D)
and monotonically decreases with the inter-DNA distance.
The repulsive direct DNA–DNA force is almost completely
compensated by the attractive force from cations (Figure
5D). For the 20 mM [Mg2+]b / 200 mM [Na+]b mixture, the
contribution from Mg2+ is of the same order as that from
Na+, Figure 5E; the contribution from Sm4+ ions domi-
nates over that from Na+ despite the sub-mM concentra-
tion of Sm4+ (Figure 5C). The force between DNA and Cl−

is always repulsive and considerably smaller than the force
from cations; its magnitude increases with the inter-DNA
distance, indicating depletion of Cl− when DNA helices are
in proximity. The net electrostatic force contributed by all
ionic species (including DNA) is attractive (negative) only
in the presence of Sm4+ (Figure 5G) which indicates the
electrostatic nature of the forces driving DNA condensa-
tion. A decomposition of the cation–DNA forces according
to the location of the cations identi�ed bridging cations as
the cause of the attractive electrostatic force (Supplemen-
tary Figure S7).
Our force decomposition calculations suggest that water

contributes to mutual repulsion of DNA, not to the DNA
attraction. To illustrate this point, we calculated the con-
tribution to the inter-DNA force from all water molecules
taking into account both van der Waals and electrostatic
components (Figure 5H). The force contributed by water
is always repulsive (>0) and does not considerably depend
on the cation type. Note that, through sampling over many

local water con�gurations realized by the MD trajectory,
our force decomposition analysis does include the entropic
contribution associated with the conformational degrees of
freedom of the solvent. Although direct comparison of our
results with the predictions of the hydration force theory
(14,14,29) is not possible, our results indicate that water
does not play a major direct role in inducing inter-DNA at-
traction.

Comparison with thermodynamic data

Thermodynamics data suggest that DNA condensation in-
duced by multivalent cations is driven by changes in en-
tropywhereas changes in enthalpy oppose the condensation
(49,60,61). Increasing temperature and, hence, the system’s
entropy is found to make DNA condensation more favor-
able (60), however, whether that change of entropy is caused
by release of water (entropy from hydration) (49) or by re-
lease of counterions (entropy from electrostatics) (60) has
remained undetermined. To identify the entropy increase
mechanism, we repeated our calculations of the pairwise
DNA–DNA PMF at neutralizing Sm4+ concentration (20
Sm4+molecules per system) at 290, 300 or 310 K for [Na+]b
= 0 or 200 mM (Figure 6).
At [Na+]b = 200 mM, the inter-DNA free energy was sig-

ni�cantly less favorable for DNA–DNA attraction at 290 K
compared to that at higher temperatures (Figure 6A). This
result is consistent with experimental thermodynamic data
for mixed solutions of Na+ and polycations (60). However,
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at [Na+]b = 0 mM, our simulations determined no signi�-
cant temperature dependence of the inter-DNA PMF (Fig-
ure 6B). Thus, our simulations indicate that the temperature
dependence of theDNA–DNAPMForiginates from the re-
lease of cations (in the [Na+]b = 200 mM system), support-
ing the argument expressed in ref. (60). This conclusion is
consistent with the results of our force decomposition anal-
ysis described in the previous section.

Orientational correlations in DNA condensates

It has been suggested that the helical structure of a DNA
molecule can induce correlations in the mutual orienta-
tion of neighboring DNA molecules forming a DNA con-
densate (19,62,63). Analysis of our DNA array simulations
con�rms this prediction (Figure 7A–E). Using the minor
groove of a DNA helix as an indicator of the DNA orien-
tation, (Figure 7A and B) we characterized the probability
of observing a pair of DNAmolecules forming a prescribed
relative azimuthal angle �θ at a prescribed inter-DNA dis-
tance (Figure 7C–E). Consistent with the theoretical pre-
diction (19) and X-ray scattering data (62,63), the mutual
orientation of the nearest neighbor DNA helices is more
probable at |�θ | ≈ 90◦. The azimuthal correlation becomes
stronger as DNA arrays become more compressed, regard-
less of the cation type (Supplementary Figure S8). In all sys-
tems studied, the azimuthal correlation disappears beyond
the nearest neighbor DNA molecules.

Diffusion and friction

Recent experiments have shown that ions can signi�cantly
affect packaging and ejection of DNA to and from viral
shells (64–68). Berndsen et al. observed dramatic slow down
of DNA dynamics inside the virus (65). Grayson et al.mea-
sured DNA ejection at 10 mM Na+ to be 5–10 times faster
than at 10 mM Mg2+ (64). Keller et al. reported heteroge-
neous non-equilibrium dynamics of DNA packaging and
ejection caused by the presence of spermidine cations (67).
Experiments, however, could not determine whether the ef-
fects were caused by the changes in the DNA–DNA fric-
tion, internal pressure of the virus or ion-speci�c interac-
tions (66).
Analysis of our DNA array simulations suggests the mi-

croscopic cause of the experimental observations. Figure
7F and G displays the diffusion coef�cients for longitudi-
nal translation and rotation, respectively, of DNA helices
in the DNA arrays versus the average inter-DNA distance
for several ionic conditions. Both diffusion coef�cients de-
crease with the inter-DNA distance and do not explicitly
depend on the type or concentration of ions. The diffusiv-
ity of cations within the DNA condensates is approximately
a quarter of the corresponding bulk value (Figure 7H). At
both 10 mM Na+ and 10 mM Mg2+, the inter-DNA dis-

tance inside a viral capsid is ∼30 Å (2). According to our
simulations, the inter-DNA friction (inverse of the DNA
diffusivity) is similar at the two ionic conditions and hence
the 10-fold slowdown of DNA ejection at 10 mM Mg2+

(64) should be caused by a lower internal pressure of the
capsid. In contrast, spontaneous condensation of DNA by

Sm4+ in a partially �lled viral capsid will reduce the trans-
lational and rotational diffusion of DNA by 5-fold (Figure
7F and G), which may introduce a heterogeneity into the
DNA packaging process (67).

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have used all-atom MD simulations to
elucidate the physical mechanism of ion-mediated DNA
condensation. The results of our simulations support the
ion-bridging model, whereby DNA attraction is produced
by cations localized between the DNA helices. Our study
demonstrates the ability of all-atomMDsimulations to pro-
vide quantitative, accurate information about dense DNA
systems, opening exciting opportunities for future work in
the area of synthetic DNA nanostructures (69), the phase
behavior of DNA liquid crystal (70) and DNA packaging
in viral capsids and cell nuclei (2,71).

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR online.
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